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IONITY Charging Price List  
Genesis Charge Pass* 
 

 

Genesis offers all its electric car customers a free Ionity subscription of 5 years¹. This gives you access to a 

highly attractive charging tariff for all IONITY fast charging stations. You will receive this tariff with your 

new Genesis electric vehicle for all IONITY charging stations in Europe. When you charge your Genesis 

vehicle at one of the more than 400 IONITY fast charging stations currently available, you will pay the 

preferential rates listed in this price list depending on the country of the charging station.  

 

Genesis is partnering with Shell Recharge Solutions to provide 

you the EV charging services and the Genesis Charge Pass. 

To receive the preferred IONITY rate, a Shell Recharge Solutions charging contract is required. After 

registering with Shell Recharge, simply activate the Genesis Charge Pass* card you receive with your 

vehicle. To do so, use the Shell Recharge app. Shell Recharge Solutions is solely responsible for providing 

the charging service. 

 
Country of Charging Station Location Rate (incl. local VAT) 

Netherlands 0,26 EUR/kWh 

Belgium 0,26 EUR/kWh 

Luxembourg n/a 

Germany 0,25 EUR/kWh 

Austria 0,26 EUR/kWh 

Switzerland 0,27 CHF/kWh 

France 0,26 EUR/kWh 

United Kingdom 0,24 GBP/kWh 

Ireland 0,26 EUR/kWh 

Norway 2,75 NOK/kWh 

Sweden 2,88 SEK/kWh 

Denmark 2,00 DKK/kWh 

Finland 0,27 EUR/Minute 

Spain 0,26 EUR/kWh 

Italy 0,26 EUR/kWh 



   

 

   

 

Croatia 2,50 HRK/kWh 

Slovenia 0,26 EUR/kWh 

Czech Republic 7,26 CZK/kWh 

Slovakia 0,26 EUR/kWh 

Poland 1,05 PLN/kWh 

Liechtenstein n/a 

Latvia 0,26 EUR/kWh 

Lithuania 0,26 EUR/kWh 

Estonia 0,26 EUR/kWh 

Hungary 95,25 HUF/kWh 

Romania n/a 

Portugal depends on charge point operator (CPO) 

Monaco n/a 

Greece n/a 

 
 
 
Prices may vary depending on the operator of the charging station. An additional transaction fee of 

EUR/GBP 0.35 (based on market) applies. Please check the Shell Recharge app for valid prices before you 

start charging. 

 

You will receive an invoice in the local currency of the country where you have charged. The conversion of 

foreign charging transactions takes place after the charging process on the basis of the exchange rate of 

the European Central Bank on the same day except for the UK where this happens on the last day of the 

month. 
 
*powered by Shell Recharge. Genesis Charge Pass is a product from Shell Recharge Solutions. The charging card is provided 

to Genesis customers free of charge. It can be registered via Shell Recharge App for using it at public charging stations. 

 

¹ The subscription is activated with the activation of the charging card at Shell Recharge Solutions for a period of five years 

and is only available to the first owner of the new vehicle. The subscription is not transferable to a third party or to another 

vehicle. The charging tariff is subject to the General Terms and Conditions of Shell Recharge Solutions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


